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What is presence? This thesis defines presence as the willingness of a person, 

service, or device to communicate. Today there exists several different presence 

spreading applications, each using a different protocol to get the job done. Only 

recently have application implementers noticed the need for a single application that 

can support multiple presence protocols.  

 

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) can distribute presence information besides 

other functionalities. While other protocols are only used for instant messaging and 

presence sending, SIP can do much more. It was originally designed to establish, 

modify, and terminate multiparty multimedia sessions.  

 

The implementation of the architecture uses two basic features of the Symbian 

Operating System (SOS): the client-server framework and contact database. The 

client-server framework separates the client from the protocol, providing the basics 

for an expandable multiprotocol architecture and contact database functions as 

storage for presence information. The outcome from this work is a SIP based 

presence client on the SOS platform.  
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Mitä on läsnäolo? Tämä työ määrittelee läsnäolon tietyn henkilön, laitteen tai 

palvelun halukkuudeksi kommunikoida. Nykyään on olemassa lukuisia 

läsnäolotietoa levittäviä sovelluksia, joista jokainen käyttää erilaista protokollaa 

tehtävän suorittamiseen. Vasta viime aikoina sovellusten kehittäjät ovat huomanneet 

tarpeen yhdelle sovellukselle, joka kykenee tukemaan lukuisia läsnäoloprotokollia. 

 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) voi levittää läsnäolotietoa muiden ominaisuuksiensa 

lisäksi. Kun muita protokollia käytetään vain reaaliaikaiseen viestintään ja 

läsnäolotiedon lähetykseen, SIP pystyy moniin muihinkin asioihin. Se on alunperin 

suunniteltu aloittamaan, muuttamaan ja lopettamaan osapuolien välisiä multimedia-

istuntoja. 

 

Arkkitehtuurin toteutus käyttää kahta Symbian –käyttöjärjestelmän 

perusominaisuutta: asiakas-palvelin rakennetta ja kontaktitietokantaa. Asiakas-

palvelin rakenne erottaa asiakkaan protokollasta tarjoten perustan laajennettavalle 

usean protokollan arkkitehtuurille ja kontaktitietokanta toimii läsnäolotietojen 

varastona. Työn tuloksena on Symbianin käyttöjärjestelmässä toimiva 

läsnäoloasiakas. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Presence 

  

Presence information has interested people over the centuries. Hundreds of years 

ago, there existed no means for signalling the current location or knowledge about 

the other party’s willingness to communicate. People had to make long journeys just 

to know whether the other side was available or not. For those who want to 

communicate with each other it is a value added service to know whether the other 

party is there and willing to receive messages or not. To achieve this knowledge 

people have used several communication means during history ranging from homing 

pigeons and smoke signals to telephones and nowadays computers. This thesis 

defines presence as the willingness of a person, service, or device to communicate.   

 

It can be said that the history of presence in computer networks started with Internet 

Relay Chat [RFC1459], also known as IRC. The first version of IRC was developed 

in Finland by Jarkko Oikarinen during August of 1988 [Ste01]. IRC was among the 

first software that provided the knowledge of a user’s presence and allowed instant 

message sending i.e. Instant Messaging (IM). Now 13 years have passed and there 

are several IM applications that are able to provide presence information, e.g., AIM 

[Aol01] and MSN Messenger [Msn01]. The unofficial protocol specification for 

AIM can be found from [Aim01]. All these applications provide a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) with some of them providing more sophisticated features such as file 

transmission. Figure 1 shows an example of a GUI based IM product – Sametime. 

This kind of GUI is normal in all kinds of IM applications. It provides basic 

information concerning: 

 

• People organized in different groups: Work, family, friends, and 

school. 

• Their presence information. For example in Figure 1 the red circle to 

the left of a user’s name indicates the fact that the user is not available 
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at the current moment. By clicking the user’s name more information 

is available, e.g., “Ossi is now at coffee break and comes back around 

9:50”. In all applications a user should be able to specify this message 

as he/she wants. 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of a combined Instant Messaging and Presence client 
 

As Jon Udell briefly discusses in his article [Ude00], presence information saves 

time and so makes real savings for work environments. The time spent on finding the 

availability of another party can easily be tens of minutes in a day. This has 

straightforward impact to employee working efficiencies.  
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Presence information has come a long way and now has nearly unlimited 

possibilities in the mobile world. According to International Data Corporation (IDC) 

[Leg00], IM will grow from 5.5 million users (in the year 2000) to 180 million users 

in 2004. If this “explosion” is going to happen, the number of companies that will 

use IM based applications will also grow. A company that can offer a solid platform 

for IM and presence to its customers will have an advantage over others.  

 

1.2  Motivation and Goals 

 

The people of the new millennium are mobile. One person can have several 

communication gadgets. These devices include mobile phones, laptop computers, 

Personal Digital Assistants (PDA), and Wireless Information Devices (WID). For 

these devices there are several uncompatible applications which divide users into 

application specific groups. This is very unpractical for the user who must set 

presence information separately in each application and device. The first goal of this 

thesis is to build a generic architecture for a presence client. A generic architecture in 

this case means that the application would be easily expandable to support several 

different presence protocols.  

 

How is it possible then to spread presence information to mobile users? This is where 

the Internet Engineering Task Force’s (IETF) Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) comes 

along. SIP is designed to initiate, modify, and terminate multiparty multimedia 

sessions in Internet Protocol (IP) based networks. It is built so that SIP servers have 

knowledge about users current locations. With a couple of extensions to basic SIP 

messages, it is also able to handle user presences. The second goal of this thesis is to 

get experiences from SIP in the mobile world.  

 

Mobility is about to explode with the coming of General Packet Radio Service 

(GPRS). GPRS offers the possibility to transmit data and voice simultaneously. Thus 

users are better able to connect, e.g., to the Internet with their mobile phones and 

WIDs. The network environment, where the application that will be built in this 
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thesis is intended to run, is GPRS. While not as fast as a Wireless Local Area 

Network (WLAN), it is more suitable for global mobile communications. 

 

1.3  Organization of the Thesis 

 

This thesis is organized as follows: Firstly, an overview of technologies that are 

needed to understand this thesis is given. Chapter 3 describes SIP and shows a couple 

of examples about its functionality. Chapter 4 includes the overall architecture and 

chapter 5 concludes this thesis. The ends of chapters 3 and 4 include “Putting It All 

Together” subchapters that will summarise the things that have been learnt in those 

or previous chapters. 
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2 TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

 

This chapter provides the means for the reader to understand the rest of this Master’s 

Thesis. The order of presentation is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Presentation order for technology overview chapter 
 

First the Symbian and its operating system will be introduced. The Operating System 

(OS) sits on top of different network techniques, which are introduced next. After 

that the packet level is introduced including brief explanations about Network 

Address Translation (NAT) and firewalls. Finally the Extensible Markup Language 

(XML) is explained. 
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2.1  Overview of Symbian 

 

2.1.1  Symbian  

 

Symbian was established by Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia, and Psion in June 1998, with 

Matsushita (Panasonic) joining as a shareholder in May 1999. Symbian is dedicated 

to working closely with the wireless community in order to enable a mass market for 

WIDs (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Wireless Information Devices [Sym01b] 

 
Symbian has two main objectives:  

 

• To develop and license a standard software OS for WIDs.  

• To work in partnership with industry to ensure the availability and 

interoperability of applications, content, services, and networks for WIDs.  

 

WIDs can be divided into different Device Family Reference Designs (DFRD). 

These families have different physical characteristics i.e. different screen sizes and 

control equipment. Control equipment can be e.g. a tapping pen or a keyboard. The 

code that is programmed for one DFRD will work on another with slight 

modifications or no modifications at all. This provides very flexible and fast 

portability of applications between different DFRDs. It is also possible to add 
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support for different DFRDs straight into code so no recompilation is needed. 

[Sym01a] 

 

2.1.2  Symbian Operating System 

 

WIDs are small and mobile. This makes the job of an OS designer or programmer 

difficult, while creating high user expectations. For instance, if you have your agenda 

on a device which you also use to make phone calls and exchange data, you expect to 

be able to carry it with you at all times and for it to be instantly available whenever 

you want to use it. 

 

Fulfilling these expectations demands good power management. The device needs to 

be responsive in all situations, and cannot afford to go through a boot sequence when 

it is turned on or some sort of error condition happens. In fact, it should never be 

powered down at all, because it must be able to handle incoming calls all the time. At 

the same time, a WID must provide many hours of operation on a single charge or set 

of batteries. Meeting these contradictory requirements can only be done if the whole 

operating system is designed to be robust and efficient. 

 

At a very basic level the OS shouldn't be too resource hungry, supporting low-power 

Central Processing Units (CPU) with limited amounts of memory. Code reuse should 

be maximized. This is a goal often stated but rarely achieved. Symbian achieves this 

with object-oriented design, developing the system at the same time as applications, 

and by using C++ for all system code from the kernel upwards. Developing 

applications at the same time as the OS ensures that the system fits its purpose. 

  

The allocation and use of resources must be tightly controlled. This can best be done 

on a system-wide basis using servers. Non-privileged code accesses resources by 

acting as clients of these servers (a standard set of servers could include a file server, 

window server, font and bitmap server, database server, serial communications 

server and socket server). 
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Symbian OS (SOS), formerly known as EPOC, provides a robust and efficient 

operating system for WIDs. It is more trustworthy and object-oriented than a normal 

desktop computer’s operating systems. Several software companies have noticed this 

fact with over 30 companies who are providing software, e.g., to the Nokia 9210 

Communicator. [Dev01]  

 

The OS provides tools and services for the user. However, this isn’t enough today. 

Users also want to use services that are provided by other users. OSs support remote 

access to services by utilizing different networks.  

 

2.2  Wireless Network Techniques 

 

2.2.1  Global System for Mobile Communication 

 

The Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is a 2nd Generation, also 

known as 2G, mobile network. GSM is a fully digital telephone system with data 

rates of 9,6 and 14,4 Kbps. The user of a GSM phone is able to transmit information 

in two formats, using either the Short Message Service (SMS) or Circuit Switched 

Data Service (CSDS). An SMS is a text-based message that can contain a maximum 

of 160 characters while the CSDS is a normal phone call. The biggest benefit or 

feature of GSM is that it provides seamless roaming. Roaming is defined as the 

capability of a user to use all the subscribed services of a GSM phone while located 

in different network operator’s GSM networks.  

 

A GSM network is composed of several entities whose interfaces and functions are 

defined. Figure 4 shows the layout of a generic GSM network (Nokia 6210 mobile 

phone was taken from [Nok01]). The network itself can be divided into three parts: 

 

1. Mobile Station (MS)  

2. Base Station Subsystem (BSS)  

3. Network Subsystem (NSS)  
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Mobile Station (MS): The Mobile Station consists of mobile equipment and a smart 

card called the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). A SIM card provides personal 

mobility, so that the owner of the SIM card can have access to subscribed services 

regardless of a specific terminal, e.g. SOS based mobile phone. 

 
Base Station Subsystem (BSS): The main responsibility of the BSS is to control the 

radio link with the MS. The Base Station Subsystem is based on two components, the 

Base Transceiver Station (BTS) and the Base Station Controller (BSC). The BSC 

manages radio resources for one or more BTS and it also takes care of radio-channel 

set up, frequency hopping and handovers.    

 

 

Figure 4. GSM architecture [Grö93] 
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Network Subsystem (NSS): The NSS handles the switching of calls. The operation 

and setup of GSM networks is managed by the Operations and Maintenance Center 

(OMC), which is usually co-located with the NSS. The central component of NSS is 

the Mobile Switching Center (MSC). The MSC provides the connection to fixed 

networks such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), i.e. the normal 

fixed phone network, and Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).  

 

The Home Location Register (HLR) and Visitor Location Register (VLR), together 

with the MSC, provide the call routing and roaming capabilities of the GSM system. 

The HLR contains all the administrative information of each subscriber registered in 

the current GSM network and also knows the current location of each MS. Location 

information is typically in the form of the signalling address of the VLR associated 

with the mobile station. The VLR contains selected administrative information from 

the HLR that are needed for call control and provision of the subscribed services for 

each mobile subscriber in the area controlled by the VLR. The other two registers, 

Equipment Identity Register (EIR) and Authentication Center (AuC), are used for 

authentication and security purposes. [Sco97] Figure 5 shows an example, where a 

call from a fixed PSTN or ISDN network is placed to a mobile subscriber. 

 

 

Figure 5. GSM call example [Sco97] 
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Using the Mobile Station ISDN number (MSISDN), the call is routed through the 

fixed land network to a Gateway MSC (GMSC) for the GSM network (an MSC that 

interfaces with the fixed land network).  The gateway MSC uses the MSISDN to 

query the HLR. The HLR then queries the subscriber's current VLR, which will 

temporarily allocate a Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN) from its pool for 

the call. At the new MSC, the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) 

corresponding to the MSRN is looked up, which is returned to the GMSC. The 

MSRN is used by the GMSC to route the call to the current MSC. The VLR then 

converts the roaming number to the mobile's Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 

(TMSI), and a paging call is sent under the control of the current BSC to inform the 

MS. MS to MS communication basically works the same. The only big difference is 

that in the beginning of a call the BSS reserves necessary resources for the call. 

[Sco94] 

 

2.2.2 General Packet Radio Service 

 

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) can be thought of as the next step from GSM 

towards 3rd Generation (3G) networks. The main benefit of GPRS is that it is able to 

transfer data packets between MSs and the Internet. GPRS also supports faster data 

rates giving a peak throughput of 114 Kbps and continuous connection to the Internet 

for mobile phone and computer users. GPRS is based on GSM and will complement 

existing services [Wha01]. Table 1 summarizes GPRS modifications and new 

elements to the GSM network architecture. 

 

Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN): The SGSN can be understood as a “packet-

switched” MSC. SGSNs detect new GPRS MSs in their area and query HLRs to 

obtain profile data of GPRS subscribers. SGSN performs mobility management 

functions. 
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Table 1. GPRS modifications and upgrades 

GSM Network Element Modification or Upgrade Required for 

GPRS 

Subscriber Terminal (TE) Completely new terminal is required to 

access GPRS services.  

Base Transceiver Station (BTS) A software upgrade is needed 

Base Station Controller (BSC) A software upgrade is needed, as well as 

the installation of a new piece of 

hardware called the Packet Control Unit 

(PCU), which directs data traffic to the 

GPRS network. 

Core Network (CN) New elements: Serving GPRS Support 

Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS 

Support Node (GGSN). 

Databases (VLR, HLR etc.) Software upgrades are needed to handle 

new call models. 

 

 

Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN): GGSNs are used to access external IP 

networks such as the public Internet, or another mobile service provider’s GPRS 

networks/services. Another responsibility of the GGSN is to maintain the routing 

information necessary to guide Protocol Data Units (PDU) to SGSNs that service 

particular MSs. The GGSN is typically co-located with a firewall and NAT. Figure 6 

redraws the lower part of Figure 4 including GPRS additions. [Cis00] 
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Figure 6. GPRS architecture [Thi96] 
 

2.2.3 Wireless Local Area Network – IEEE 802.11 
 

[Gei01] refers to the initial 802.11 standard as follows: 

 

“…the scope of the proposed [wireless LAN] standard is to develop a specification 

for wireless connectivity for fixed, portable, and moving stations within a local 

area.”  

 

WLAN can be understood as an extension or alternative to the fixed wired Local 

Area Network. With the aid of electromagnetic waves WLANs transmit and receive 

data over the air thus minimizing the need for wires. 

 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) introduced the WLAN 

802.11 standard in 1997. Nowadays three specifications exist in the WLAN Working 
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Group (WG):  802.11, 802.11a, and 802.11b. All these specifications use Carrier 

Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). The biggest 

differences between these specifications are in their frequency usage and 

transmission speeds. 802.11 and 802.11b are associated with the term WLAN. Both 

of them use 2.4 Giga Herz (GHz) unlicensed frequencies of the radio spectrum. 

802.11 supports 1 and 2 Mbps transmission speeds, while 802.11b can achieve 11 

Mbps. Under normal conditions users are able to achieve a throughput of about 5 

Mbps. [Ikk01] 

 

802.11 defines two devices: the wireless station and Access Point (AP).  The wireless 

station can be, e.g., a normal Personal Computer (PC) with wireless Network 

Interface Card (NIC). The AP acts as a bridge between wireless and wired computer 

networks. 802.11 also defines two operating modes for devices: infrastructure mode 

and ad-hoc mode. An infrastructure WLAN means a network of wireless clients, 

which are connected to the wired network with an AP. Most companies use 

infrastructure mode because they usually need contact to wired network services. 

Ad-hoc is an operation mode where devices communicate directly without any wired 

network or APs. This mode is useful if the wireless network has to be set up fast. 

[Ikk01] 

 

2.2.4 Bluetooth 

 

This Bluetooth subchapter is based on [Bra01]. Bluetooth’s origins reach back to 

1994, when Ericsson Mobile Communications started to study alternatives to cables 

that connect mobile phones to accessories. Bluetooth is a low cost, low power, short-

range (10-20 meters) radio technology. It was originally developed as a cable 

replacement to connect devices such as laptops, mobile phones and headsets. By 

enabling wireless communication between basically any electrical devices Bluetooth 

has created the feeling of Personal Area Networks (PAN).  

 

A Bluetooth device operates on the same 2.4 GHz Industrial, Science, and Medical 

(ISM) band as does WLAN. This band is reserved for general use by ISM 
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applications. The maximum channel bandwidth is 1 Mbps, but this speed is likely to 

increase a lot with the coming of Bluetooth 2. Bluetooth is designed to operate in a 

noisy radio frequency environment and uses a frequence hopping scheme to make 

the connection link robust. Bluetooth radio modules avoid interference from other 

signals by hopping to a new frequency after transmitting or receiving a packet. 

 

Bluetooth networks are called piconets and scatternets. A piconet is formed of one 

master and a maximum of seven slaves. The Master controls the frequency hopping 

sequence and slaves just synchronize to the master. In a scatternet the device can act 

as a master in one piconet and as a slave in the other. So a scatternet is effectively a 

collection of piconets. This removes the basic limitation set to the maximum number 

of devices in a Bluetooth network (eight devices in a piconet). 

 

The sharp-eyed reader may have noticed that Bluetooth and WLAN use the same 

frequency channel of 2.4 GHz. Due to the faster frequence hopping of Bluetooth it 

might interfere WLAN transmissions. Based on conclusions gathered from Jim 

Zyren’s research done for the Intersil Corporation [Zyr99] WLANs show good 

reliability even in a fairly dense environment of Bluetooth devices.  

 

Different network techniques provide the means to transport data packets between 

two separated computers. While travelling across networks, these packets can face 

several techniques that modify their contents. The packet can even be destroyed 

before it reaches the desired destination. The following chapters explain two of these 

techniques.   

 

2.3   Network Address Translation – NAT 

 

The basic principle of NAT is the following; in your LAN you can use IP addresses 

defined by [RFC1918], which are 

 

• 10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255 
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• 172.16.0.0 – 172.31.0.0 

• 192.168.0.0 – 192.168.255.0 

 

When a device, using one of the above addresses, wants to communicate with the 

outside world (Internet) it first sends a message to a local NAT router. When the 

router receives the message it changes the original source address and port number to 

the router’s own address and port. Now the communication takes place with the 

changed address and port. When responses from the Internet come back to the NAT 

router it knows which device initiated the transmission and can send messages to that 

device (Figure 7 shows only address changes). The advantage of this technique is to 

preserve IPv4 addresses that are quickly running out. [Ant00] 

 

 

Figure 7. Network Address Translation (NAT) 

 

The second advantage is the fact that NAT hides the identity of the user who is 

transmitting data. The biggest drawback is that if the connection is closed and the 

connected party (service in Figure 7) wants to form connection back to the originator 

it is problematic. The address and port mapping is removed when the connection is 

closed and so the router cannot forward messages to the right party. 
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2.4   Firewalls  

 

Firewall – a wall of fire. Firewalls are used in the Internet to restrict access to a LAN 

network or single computer. Normally a firewall stands between a company’s private 

network (LAN) and the public Internet. Firewalls can be divided into four groups: 

 

1. Packet-filtering 

2. Circuit-level gateway 

3. Application-level gateway 

4. Stateful inspection 

 
Packet filtering firewalls: Packet filtering firewalls function at the Transmission 

Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) level and have zero knowledge about the 

applications that generate the traffic or connections. These kinds of firewalls read the 

headers of each TCP/IP packet separately and compare them to the firewall’s rule 

sets. After comparison packets are either forwarded or destroyed. Firewalls scan 

headers to find information about: 

 

• Destination IP address 

• Source IP address 

• Protocol number 

• Destination port 

• Source port 

 

The problems with these kinds of firewalls are that a source IP address can easily be 

faked and maintaining filtering rules is difficult.  

 

Circuit-level gateways: Circuit-level gateways monitor a couple of packets in the 

beginning of connection establishment. This type of firewall changes the source 

address to be itself so from outside it looks like a service is communicating with the 

firewall when it actually is communicating with the computer behind the firewall. 

Operation is basically the same as in NAT. These kinds of firewalls are usually used 
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to allow one-way TCP connections. The only major drawback is that circuit-level 

gateway firewalls monitor only the beginning of the connection and no further. If a 

malicious attacker manages to take over a connection that is already established the 

firewall is basically useless.  

 

Application-level gateway: An application-level gateway firewall fixes the problem 

of circuit-level gateways by inspecting every packet. If combined with the NAT 

technique these types of firewalls also change the contents of packets. This type of 

firewall is of course slower but safer.  

 

Stateful inspection: This type of firewall uses all the filtering methods of the 

previously mentioned firewalls. These firewalls are the most popular due to the high 

security level they provide. [Fis01] 

 

Even though a firewall can destroy a packet based on the contents it doesn’t inspect 

the inner format of the packet. There are several possibilities for the format of a 

packet. Probably the most discussed file format today is XML. 

 

2.5 Extensible Markup Language 

 

One design principle of XML was to make different types of information much more 

computer friendly, while retaining readability for humans. This original design focus 

has created a file format that can easily be transferred across operating systems and 

different hardware platforms. The core of the XML file format comes with a set of 

extensions for connecting and describing documents, searching different information 

from the documents and processing document structures. 

 

XML is a descendant of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and 

builds on the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). While based on two document-

oriented technologies, XML is far more flexible and appropriate to a wider variety of 

tasks than either of its predecessors. Some of the design goals of XML were: 
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• XML should be usable over the Internet in a straightforward manner 

• XML should support a wide variety of applications 

• It should be easy to write programs that process XML documents 

• XML documents should be human-legible and reasonably clear 

  

Goals one and two ensure that XML documents are transferable over large networks 

and that XML itself is generic, not specifying which applications it is meant for. 

Finally it should be noted that XML supports the Unicode standard for character 

encoding providing up to 65 536 possible characters. [Lau99] Based on these facts 

XML has been selected to be the content describer for many protocols, including 

SIP. 
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3 SESSION INITIATION PROTOCOL 

 

The basic reference for this whole chapter is the SIP RFC [RFC2543]. The Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application-layer signalling protocol for establishing, 

modifying, and terminating multiparty-multimedia sessions. A session can be an 

Internet multimedia conference, Internet telephone call, or some other sort of 

multimedia distribution.  

 

SIP messages carry session descriptions that allow participants to agree on the used 

media types. SIP goes hand in hand with the Session Description Protocol (SDP), 

which is described after the SIP part. SIP supports user mobility by employing proxy 

servers and redirecting messages to a user’s current location. SIP can be extended 

with additional capabilities and is completely independent from lower-layer transport 

protocols such as TCP and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).  

 

3.1  SIP Entities and Definitions 

 

Possible SIP entities are: The User Agent Client (UAC), User Agent Server (UAS), 

Redirect server, Proxy server, and Registrar. The UAC and UAS can be combined as 

a single entity in an application. This combination is simply called the User Agent 

(UA). The UAC is an application entity that initiates a SIP transaction with a request 

while the UAS is an entity that responds to a SIP request. These roles last only for 

the time of the transaction. If, for example, the UAS generates a response to some 

request issued by the UAC and later on generates a request, the role of the UAS is 

switched to the UAC. A redirect server is a server that receives a SIP request, maps it 

into one or more addresses, and returns these addresses to the client. A proxy server 

is an intermediate program that acts as both a server and a client. Requests are 

handled inside the proxy or directed to other servers. The server checks the message, 

rewrites it if necessary, and afterwards forwards it. The registrar is an SIP server that 

accepts REGISTER requests. This request is issued by the UA when it wants to 
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inform the Registrar about its current location information. The Registrar holds this 

location information. 

 

The following are descriptions about the definitions needed to understand the rest of 

this chapter:  

 

• Call 

A call consists of all participants in a session that are invited by a 

common source. A SIP call is created when a user issues an 

INVITE request. 

• Caller 

The person who initiates a call. In SIP this is the person or service 

who sends an INVITE request. 

• Callee 

The called party e.g. the person you phone to. 

• Client 

An application program that can send SIP requests. 

• Conference 

A multimedia session between one or more participants. 

• Location service, Location server 

A location service is used by a SIP proxy server or redirect server 

to obtain information about the callee’s current location(s). 

 

3.2  SIP Functionality 

 

Establishing, modifying and terminating multiparty multimedia sessions is handled 

in SIP with the following five facets: 

 

• User location 

Determination of the user’s current location. 

• User capabilities 
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Determination of the media and media parameters. 

• User availability 

Determination of the user’s willingness to communicate. This 

is presence information. 

• Call setup 

Handling “ringing” on both sides of the communication 

channel. 

• Call handling 

Including the transfer of a call to another location and 

terminating an existing call. 

 

SIP is not designed to handle conference control services or management. SIP 

doesn’t allocate multicast addresses nor does it reserve network resources. 

 

3.3  SIP Messages  

 

SIP is a text-based protocol that uses six different request methods and several 

response codes. It shares nearly an identical structure with the Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol/1.1 (HTTP) [RFC2616]. SIP request methods are: INVITE, ACK, BYE, 

OPTIONS, CANCEL, and REGISTER. Response codes return valuable information, 

e.g., characteristics of a server and from several different kinds of errors in request 

messages.  

 

The INVITE method is used to invite a user or service to a session. A session is 

initiated with the INVITE request. A successful SIP invitation consists of two 

requests: INVITE followed by ACK. The INVITE request asks the called party to 

join a conference defined by a caller or to establish a two-party session. The ACK 

request means that the called party is willing to participate in a session. The general 

purpose of the ACK request is to acknowledge previous SIP request(s). When a UAC 

wants to terminate a call it sends a BYE request. 
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The OPTIONS request is used to query a server for its capabilities. A CANCEL 

request cancels a pending request specified by the CANCEL message’s parameters. 

A REGISTER request is used by a client to inform the SIP server about the address 

and time, for how long it can be reached at this particular address. This can be 

understood as presence information. 

 

The response codes are consistent with, and extend, HTTP response codes. Response 

code types in SIP are: 

 

• 1xx Informational 

These messages indicate that a server or a proxy contacted is 

currently performing some kind of action and doesn’t yet have 

an answer. (e.g. 180 Ringing) 

• 2xx Successful 

The request was successful. (e.g. 200 OK) 

• 3xx Redirection 

These responses give information about the user’s new 

location or location where the requested service could be 

satisfied if the current server or proxy can’t. (e.g. 301 Moved 

Permanently) 

• 4xx Request failure 

This message indicates definite failure. Client shouldn’t retry 

the same request without modifying it. (e.g. 415 Unsupported 

Media Type) 

• 5xx Server failure 

5xx messages are originated from a server to indicate that it 

has failed. For example, server internal error or not 

implemented messages. (e.g. 500 Server Internal Error)  

• 6xx  Global failure 

These messages indicate that the server has definite 

information about a user. All further searches for this user will 

fail. (e.g. 604 Does Not Exist Anywhere) 
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3.4  SIP Functionality Examples  

 

To use SIP services users must first REGISTER their current location information to 

a SIP server. A location service can be inside or outside the SIP server. It is possible 

though to INVITE users to sessions directly without any servers. If the user doesn’t 

know the exact location of the other side it is better to use a server. When the 

INVITE message of the caller arrives to a SIP server it finds the current location of 

the called party and either returns it (redirect server) to the caller or sends another 

INVITE message (proxy server) to the called party or to another proxy server. If 

everything is ok, the called party responds with 200 OK. When 200 OK arrives to the 

caller it generates an ACK message that is forwarded to the called party. After this 

the caller and the called party have a session open. Figure 8 presents this procedure 

with a proxy server viewpoint and Figure 9 with a redirect server viewpoint. Both 

examples assume that both Alice and Bob have successfully sent REGISTER 

messages to the SIP proxy server.  

 

Figure 8. SIP message sequence (proxy server) [RFC2543] 
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Figure 9. SIP message sequence (redirect server) [RFC2543] 
 

3.5  SIP Extensions for Presence 

  

SIP extensions for presence are solely based on [Ros01a]. There are no standards as 

of yet. These extensions propose subscriptions to and notifications of user presence. 

User presence in the SIP sense is defined as a user’s willingness and ability to 

communicate with other users in the network. This extension is a general event 

notification framework based on new SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY methods. SIP is 
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particularly well suited for presence. SIP location services and registrars already hold 

user presence information - it is received with REGISTER requests. 

 

3.5.1  Presence Agent and Presentity 

 

SIP extensions for presence introduce a new logical entity called the Presence Agent 

(PA). The PA is a SIP user agent, which is capable of receiving SUBSCRIBE 

requests, responding to them, and generating notifications of changes in presence 

state. A presence agent must have complete knowledge of the current presence state 

of a user. Extensions also use new term – presentity. Presentity is defined as a user, 

device, or service that has presence. 

 

3.5.2  Presence Extension Messages  

 

When an entity, the subscriber, wants to know the presence information of a user, it 

sends a SUBSCRIBE request. This request defines the particular user whose 

presence information the SUBSCRIBE request’s sender wants to know now and in 

the future. This request travels the network until it arrives directly to the user PA or 

to a presence server. Then it is authenticated and authorized. Once authorized the PA 

generates a 202 Accepted message and immediate NOTIFY message containing the 

presence of the requested user. If the presence of the requested user changes, the PA 

will send NOTIFY messages to the subscribed party until the subscription is 

cancelled.   

 

3.5.3  Functionality Example  

 

When an entity, the subscriber, wants to learn the presence of another entity it 

generates a SUBSCRIBE request. Eventually this request arrives to a presence 

server, which can terminate the subscription (acting as a PA for a presentity), or 

directly to a presence client (PA). The PA first authenticates the subscription and 
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then authorizes it. Once authorized the PA sends a 202 Accepted response and after 

that also a NOTIFY message containing the current state (presence) of the presentity. 

The SUBSCRIBE request effectively establishes a session with the PA. Every time a 

presentity changes its presence state it also generates a NOTIFY message for every 

subscribed entity. Figure 10 depicts an example presence notification sequence.    

 

 

Figure 10. SIP presence message sequence example [Ros01a] 
 

As in the general SIP case, users are required to send their REGISTER messages to 

the server informing it about the current location. When a presence state changes the 

PA must generate a new NOTIFY message.  
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3.6   SIP Encryption and Authentication  

 

SIP supports three kinds of encryption forms: 

 
• End-to-end encryption of the SIP message body and certain sensitive header 

fields. 

• Hop-by-hop encryption to prevent eavesdropping that tracks who is calling 

whom. 

• Hop-by-hop encryption of Via fields to hide the route a request has taken. 

 

End-to-end encryption relies on keys shared by the two user agents involved in the 

request. Typically, the message is sent encrypted with the public key of the recipient, 

so only that receiver can read the message. It is recommended that all 

implementations should support Pretty Good Privacy-based (PGP) encryption and 

may implement other schemes.  

 

SIP requests and responses may also be protected by security mechanisms at the 

transport or network layer. No particular mechanism is defined or recommended in 

[RFC2543]. Two possibilities are IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) or TLS 

(Transport Layer Security). The use of a particular mechanism will generally need to 

be specified out of band, e.g., through manual configuration. 

 
Via headers are used by proxies to record the route the request has travelled. When 

Via header fields are to be hidden, a proxy that receives a request containing an 

appropriate "Hide: hop" header field should encrypt the header field. As only the 

proxy that encrypts the field will decrypt it, the algorithm chosen is entirely up to the 

maker of the proxy.  

 

SIP does not dictate which digital signature scheme is used for authentication, but 

does define how to provide authentication using PGP. PGP authentication is based on 

the model that the client authenticates itself with a request signed with the client's 
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private key. The server can then ascertain the origin of the request if it has access to 

the public key, preferably signed by a trusted third party. 

 

3.7 Session Description Protocol  

 

SIP was designated to be in conjunction with SDP. SDP is intended to describe 

multimedia sessions for the purposes of session announcement, session invitation, 

and other forms of multimedia session initiations. SDP assists in the advertisement of 

multimedia session and provides relevant conference information for the parties 

involved in a session. SDP is only a format for a session description, and is not 

concerned with any transport mechanisms. SDP is intended to be so general that it 

can be used in a wide range of network environments and applications. Figure 11 

shows an example of a SIP INVITE request that carries an SDP part within. 

 

 

Figure 11. SDP in SIP INVITE request [RFC2543] 
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The “v=” field defines the version of SDP. Currently there is no version number. The 

“o=” field gives the originator of this session. It also provides information about the 

session id. The “s=” field is the name of the session. The “i=” field gives information 

about the session. The “e=” field stands for e-mail of the person that is responsible 

for the session. The “c=” field contains connection data. The “t=” field defines the 

start and stop time for the session and finally the “m=” field gives information about 

the media description. These are not the only possible field types and interested 

readers should read the reference for this part [RFC2327]. 

 

3.8  Putting It All Together – SIP and Different Network 

Techniques 

 

SIP, NAT, and firewalls will all be found from the future GPRS networks. Therefore 

it is good to know how these different network elements work together and affect the 

functionality of SIP. The first example shows problems of the NAT technique and 

the second one shows one solution to overcome this problem. 

 

3.8.1 SIP Example with NAT Problem 

 

Figure 12 depicts an example scenario. This example employs connection oriented 

TCP and assumes that both A and B have sent REGISTER messages to the SIP 

server. Let us assume that A wants to send a SUBSCRIBE message to B. The 

firewall has been configured so that it is able to pass SIP messages in and out. First A 

originates a normal SUBSCRIBE message to the SIP server:  

 

Packet’s IP from address:  192.168.1.1 

 Packet’s IP to address: 10.11.12.13 

 

 SUBSCRIBE sip:sip@sip.com 

       Via: SIP/2.0/TCP A.work.com:5060  

 To: <sip:B@home.com> 
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From: <sip:A@work.com> 

 

 

Figure 12.  SIP, NAT and Firewall example 
 

The SIP part of the message is shown using italic font. The first line of the SIP 

message identifies the packet type and the destination (sip@sip.com) from the 

protocol’s viewpoint. The Via header field indicates the path that the message has 

taken. As the message shows, A has originated the message. Now the message 

arrives to work.com’s LAN router that connects it to the Internet. The firewall 

inspects the packet first. Because it is normal SIP packet it is not discarded. Next the 

NAT change is made. The router changes itself to be the originator of the message: 

 

Packet’s IP from address:  157.24.1.1 

 Packet’s IP to address: 10.11.12.13 

 

 SUBSCRIBE sip:sip@sip.com 

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP A.work.com:5060  

To: <sip:B@home.com> 
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From: <sip:A@work.com> 

 

After that the router forwards the packet to the SIP server. When the packet comes to 

the SIP server it inspects the packet and decides to which party it should send this 

SIP message. This is achieved by asking the registrar or some other database, which 

maintains location information. The server finds the right party and sends the SIP 

message forward to the target computer – B. Before sending the packet to B, the 

server adds itself to the packet with a Via header. Notice that the first line of the 

message has changed again. 

  

Packet’s IP from address:  157.24.1.1 

 Packet’s IP to address: 1.2.3.4 

 

 SUBSCRIBE sip:B@home.com 

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP sip.sip.com:5060  

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP A.work.com:5060  

 To: <sip:B@home.com> 

From: <sip:A@work.com>  

 

B receives the packet and sees that A.work.com has sent the packet and now waits 

for NOTIFY message(s). B sends a 202 Accepted response but it’s meaning is 

insignificant in this example so it is not shown. B generates and sends the NOTIFY 

message with the current presence information to A: 

 

Packet’s IP from address:  1.2.3.4 

Packet’s IP to address: 157.24.1.1 

 

 NOTIFY sip:A@work.com 

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP B.home.com:5060  

To: <sip:A@work.com> 

From: <sip:B@home.com> 
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 I’m online 

 

Now when the packet reaches the router responsible for the work.com domain the 

NAT change is made again. But now the original address mapping is not valid 

because the server mapped addresses from 192.168.1.1 going to 10.11.12.13 

together. When the router receives packets all the incoming packets from 10.11.12.13 

are forwarded to the 192.168.1.1. In this case the packet’s from address is 1.2.3.4 and 

the destination 157.24.1.1 so there is a mismatch and the router doesn’t know to 

which party this packet is going. Figure 13 shows a simpler example of the NAT 

problem. Let us assume that a TCP connection is established to the server and 

REGISTER messages have already been sent.  

 

 

Figure 13. Problem with the NAT technique 
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Now the NAT changes the addresses as usual and the client is given a temporary IP 

address from the router for the duration of the TCP connection. After the connection 

is closed the client’s IP address is no longer valid and the router cannot decide to 

which client the SIP message from the server is going. One solution to this problem 

is proposed by Fredrik Thernelius [The00] who proposes application level gateways 

that could be implemented with the NAT and firewall machine to transparently 

handle the NAT problem. Another solution to this would be to use a SIP proxy server 

that connects information about a user to an IP address.  

 

3.8.2 SIP Proxy Example 

 

Figure 14 redraws Figure 12 by inserting a SIP proxy into the router. 

 

Figure 14. SIP proxy example 
 

Now when the SIP proxy that is also “in” the routing computer receives the message 

it simply adds itself to the Via fields and rewrites the first line of the SIP message to 

signal that this message is meant for the SIP server: 
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Packet’s IP from address:  192.168.1.1 

 Packet’s IP to address: 10.11.12.13 

 

 SUBSCRIBE sip:sip@sip.com 

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP router1.work.com:5060  

       Via: SIP/2.0/TCP A.work.com:5060   

 To: <sip:B@home.com> 

From: <sip:A@work.com> 

 

Then the packet is sent out of the router. Now the packet can travel through some 

other intermediate SIP proxies or end up at a SIP presence server (not shown in the 

picture). This example assumes that the message is sent directly to the SIP server. 

When the packet comes to the SIP server it inspects the packet and decides to which 

party it should send this SIP message. This is achieved by asking the registrar or 

some other database, which maintains location information. The SIP server finds the 

right party and sends the SIP message forward to the target computer – B. Notice that 

the first line of the message has changed again. 

  

Packet’s IP from address:  192.168.1.1 

 Packet’s IP to address: 1.2.3.4 

 

 SUBSCRIBE sip:B@home.com 

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP sip.sip.com:5060  

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP router1.work.com:5060  

       Via: SIP/2.0/TCP A.work.com:5060  

 To: <sip:B@home.com> 

From: <sip:A@work.com> 

 

B handles the packet and sees that A.work.com has sent the packet and now waits for 

NOTIFY message(s). Again the 202 response is omitted. B generates and sends the 

NOTIFY message with the current presence information to A: 
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Packet’s IP from address:  1.2.3.4 

Packet’s IP to address: 192.168.1.1 

 

 NOTIFY sip:A@work.com 

Via: SIP/2.0/TCP B.home.com:5060  

To: <sip:A@work.com> 

From: <sip:B@home.com> 

 

 I’m online 

 

The message travels to the SIP proxy, which then decides to which computer this 

message is going. The router can use NAT but it makes no difference because the 

SIP proxy contains knowledge about the computers and can forward the packet to the 

right destination. Now when A receives the NOTIFY message it is up to the 

application what it does with the information. 

 

3.9  SIP vs. The Rest Of The World – Alternatives  

 

The big question is what can SIP offer over other protocols? First, other respectable 

signalling protocol(s) are compared against SIP. Secondly, other possibilities for 

spreading presence information are discussed briefly.  

 

3.9.1  Signalling Protocols 

 

SIP has only one respectable competitor – International Telecommunications Union 

Telecommunication Standardization Sector’s (ITU-T) H.323. Richard Dalton 

describes some of the SIP features to be better than H.323 features in his article for 

Byte magazine: 

 

“SIP also offers some unique advantages because of its extensibility and close 

relationship to other Internet protocols such as HTTP, MIME, and URLs. This leads 
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SIP advocates to suggest its use as a vehicle for "presence," the ability to access 

real-time information about a person's status and communications capabilities.” 

[Dal00] 

 

The biggest difference in these protocols is that while H.323 is able to connect to 

PSTN, SIP can’t. Other features are compared very briefly in the rest of this 

subchapter. The discussion is based on research done by Nortel Networks for the 

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [Nor00]. Any reader who wants to 

know more about the comparison of these two protocols should read this paper.  

 

Complexity. In terms of message sizes both protocols are evenly matched. SIP uses 

text-based messages while H.323 uses binary formatted messages. This makes 

debugging easier. Based on the simplicity of the SIP, its stack size is less than that of 

H.323 (general case, depends of course from the implementation). This reduces the 

memory needed for the implementation, which is a major advantage in WIDs that 

have small memory capacities. 

 

Extensibility. SIP does not have explicit requirements for compatibility among 

different version numbers. Unknown headers are ignored. This reduces code size and 

protocol complexity. The text-based nature of SIP and it’s modularity will 

significantly impact the ability of operators to define and deploy their own services 

without intervention from vendors in short market windows. H.323 requires full 

backward compatibility. This ensures continuous support of existing features. Since 

vendor codes are defined as a part of Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) 

definition, additional vendors need to request change in specifications. Due to the 

complexity of defining new parameters in H.323 the deployment of new services will 

likely result in the operator waiting for their vendors to add the new parameter.  

  

Scalability. H.323 was originally designed to operate in LANs, but the concept of 

zone was added later on to accommodate wide area addressing. SIP inherently 

supports wide area addressing. It handles large number of calls better than H.323 and 

takes less CPU cycles to generate signalling messages; therefore a server can 
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theoretically handle more transactions. However this is more or less implementation 

specific. 

 

H.323 includes several protocols and is more complex than SIP, which was planned 

to work directly in IP networks. H.323 is more widely used due to the fact that it 

provides the means to interoperate with PSTN. It is a current trend that everything is 

going to be IP based. Phone calls, mobile and fixed, are moving to use computer 

networks and namely IP networks. H.323 is well spread but the simplicity of SIP and 

its tight connection to IP will make it more and more attractive in the future. SIP also 

has better time to market and extensibility characteristics.  SIP is also used in Voice 

over IP (VoIP) and other real-time based solutions in conjunction with a couple of 

other protocols such as the Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) [Kau01]. 

Based on all the facts gathered in this subchapter SIP was chosen to be the signalling 

protocol for this thesis. 

 

3.9.2 Presence Protocols  

 

There are several combined presence and IM protocols available, some of them even 

being open source versions. Jabber, for example, is an IM and presence system that is 

based on the client-server model. [Jab01] Jabber is an open technology framework 

making it available for everybody. The message specification for the AOL Instant 

Messenger (AIM), i.e. AIM/Oscar Protocol specification is available [Aim01] and 

these are only the tip of the iceberg. So if there are so many open source protocols 

available and running what justifies the usage of SIP?  

 
• Not just a presence and IM protocol. SIP was originally designed 

for other purposes than spreading presence information (see chapter 

3.2). The presence part is only an addition to the protocol that was 

found to be on a good foundation for this extension.  

• Maintained by an independent organization. SIP unlike the 

majority of other presence protocols is maintained by an independent 
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organization – the IETF. Although the members that are making the 

specifications are coming from different organizations it could be said 

that the group, as a whole, is independent. 

• Free for everybody’s use. The specifications of SIP are published as 

Request For Comments (RFC), which are public for everybody. 

 

The biggest advantage of SIP over other protocols is the fact that it was designed to 

establish, modify, and terminate multiparty multimedia sessions. In the future where 

there will be more and more bandwidth demanding real time applications like audio 

transfer and videoconferencing, SIP will have more and more supporters. If you ever 

want to support these kinds of applications choose SIP. If SIP is chosen for your 

company’s presence application you can reuse the protocol later if needed.  
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4 ARCHITECTURE 

 

This chapter describes an architecture for a SIP based presence client. First the 

solution for storing presence information is shown. Next the SIP message 

Application Programming Interface (API) is explained. Finally the whole 

architecture is revealed with some pondering about the possibilities of presence 

information in different network architectures.  

 

4.1 Contacts Model 

 

It seems that the programmers of SOS have already solved the problem of storing 

user information with the contacts model. This model contains a contact database, 

which includes phone numbers, addresses, email addresses, etc. Figure 15 depicts the 

case where a new entry is being added to the contact database. The contact database 

is shared between applications in a WID. The API for the contacts model has three 

key concepts: 

 

• Contact Database 

• Contact Item 

• Contact Field 

 

The contact database can have multiple contact items. An example of a contact item 

is depicted in Figure 15, which asks information for one contact item. Contact fields 

are the fields in the contact item, e.g., First name and Fax. It is also possible to add 

our own information to the contact database.  
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Figure 15. Adding new entry into the contact database in a Quartz DFRD 
 

The other alternative for storing user specific data would have been a general file. 

This approach would have meant data duplication and there would have been access 

problems to the file if several applications in a WID wanted write access 

simultaneously.  

 

Because the contact database is shared between applications in a WID, it provides 

the best place for storing user information (names, presence information etc.). Based 

on this fact the contact database was chosen to be the user information database for 

the presence client.  
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4.2  APIs for Subscribe and Notify Messages 

 

SIP provides several information pieces regarding a user. These pieces must be 

known and the location where these information pieces are coming from must be also 

known before the implementer can start designing APIs. Therefore the first 

implementation task was to identify the information needed for sending SIP 

messages and what entity could provide this information. 

 

SIP handles subscriptions for presence information and the spreading of presence 

information with two request messages: SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY. First let’s take a 

look at the SUBSCRIBE message. 

 

4.2.1  Subscribe Message API 

 

Below there is an example of a SUBSCRIBE request.  

 

        SUBSCRIBE sip:presentity@pres.example.com SIP/2.0 
        Via: SIP/2.0/UDP  watcherhost.example.com:5060 
        From: User <sip:user@example.com> 
        To: Resource <sip:presentity@example.com> 
        Call-ID: 3248543@watcherhost.example.com 
        CSeq : 1 SUBSCRIBE 
        Expires: 3600 
        Accept: application/xpidf+xml 
        Event: presence 
        Contact: sip:user@watcherhost.example.com 
 

Information that is required from elsewhere than the normal SIP message builder 

have been shown with an underlined red font. Text strings with black font can be 

“hard-coded” into the application. 

 

 

Every time a user wants to send a SUBSCRIBE these two parts should be entered. 

For example nickname = Bob and host + domain = host.domain.com 

SUBSCRIBE sip:Bob@host.domain.com SIP/2.0 

SUBSCRIBE sip:presentity@pres.example.com SIP/2.0 
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This line (SIP Uniform Resource Locator (URL)) identifies the destination of this 

message from the SIP viewpoint. In the case of a locally administrated proxy server 

this value will be “permanent” meaning that all the messages go first to the proxy. 

 

 

The sending application must add itself to this field (host + domain and port). Every 

proxy that is in the way of the message adds a new Via field (itself) to the message. 

The UDP part is transport protocol dependent => application specific. After that 

follows the host name, domain name, and finally a port from where this message left. 

The default SIP port is 5060. Host and domain name could be entered by the user or 

received straight from a Domain Name System (DNS) lookup to prevent misspelling. 

The port number is definable by the application.  

 

 

“User” is meant to be understood by the application user (nickname), e.g., “User” = 

Oze, “user” = Ossi.Kauranen, and domain = digia.com => 

 From: Oze <sip:Ossi.Kauranen@digia.com> 

 

 

Resource could be the other guy’s nickname given by the user when initiating a 

SUBSCRIBE request. [RFC2543] defines “Resource” as a human readable "display-

name". The “Resource” part is optional. The “presentity” field presents the 

receiver/destination of the SIP message. It can be a phone number or just a simple 

name. Finally the domain name again. Nickname = Bob and domain = digia.com => 

 To: Bob <sip:Bob.Smith@digia.com> 

 

 

The Call-ID value (in addition to the CSeq value) is used to unambiguously match 

requests and responses. Call-ID is the same for one boot cycle in SUBSCRIBE 

requests. The program should handle Call-IDs transparent to the user. Again the host 

name and domain name can be retrieved from DNS. 

 

Via: SIP/2.0/UDP  watcherhost.example.com:5060 

From: User <sip:user@example.com> 

To: Resource <sip:presentity@example.com> 

Call-ID: 3248543@watcherhost.example.com 

CSeq: 1 SUBSCRIBE 
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Consecutive requests that differ in request method, headers, or body, but have the 

same Call-ID must contain increasing and contiguous sequence numbers.  

Retransmissions of the same request carry the same sequence number. An exception 

to this rule is the SIP INVITE. INVITE with a different message body or different 

header fields (a "re-invitation"), acquires a new, higher sequence number. 

  

 

There are two possible formats for the Expires field: 

Expires: Fri, 30 Nov 2001 16:00:00 GMT 

Expires: 5 

The latter one is in seconds. The expiration time could be acquired from the user, or 

it is possible to use a default value of 3600 seconds i.e., one hour. 

 

 

The Accept header defines the media types that are possible in a response. It depends 

solely of the content type. This information could be given by the user but better yet 

to acquire it from the protocol if possible. This reduces the possibility of typing 

errors.  

 

 

This header field exists only in SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY requests. Given by the 

protocol. 

 

 

Same information required as in the From header field. Table 2 presents a summary 

of the SUBSCRIBE message. 

 

Expires: 3600 

Accept: application/xpidf+xml 

Event: presence 

Contact: sip:user@watcherhost.example.com 
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Table 2. Information providers for the SUBSCRIBE message 

Information User gives Program/protocol gives 
SIP URL YES NO (YES can be saved if 

permanent local proxy is 
used) 

My Nickname YES NO 
My Host NO (MAYBE) YES 
My Domain NO (MAYBE) YES 
Other guy’s Nickname YES NO (YES after saving) 
Other guy’s Host YES NO (YES after saving) 
Other guy’s Domain YES NO (YES after saving) 
Call-ID NO YES 
Expires YES YES (Default) 
MIME in Accept NO  YES 
CSeq NO YES 
 
 

Based on the observations made before the following is the API for building a SIP 

SUBSCRIBE message: 

 

TInt BuildSubscribeMessage(  TDesC& aSIPURL, 
    TDesC& aBuddyNickName, 
    TDesC& aBuddyHostName, 
    TDesC& aMyHost,   
    TInt  aMyPort, (default=5060) 
    TDesC& aMyNickName, 
    TInt  aCallID, 
    TInt  aCSeq, 
    TInt  aExpires, 
    TDesC& aAccept 
   ); 
Italic font = Protocol provides information 

  

The return parameter could be TInt (integer) to indicate several types of possible 

errors or just TBool (boolean) for success/failure. TDesC is an SOS type from which 

most of the text based types are derived.  

 

Some sort of connection handler is a must in a SIP implementation. The purpose of 

the connection handler is to handle message sequence numbers and act on different 

failure conditions. This module should give the aCSeq and aCallID values. The 
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aAccept field can also be specified by the protocol. If the other party answers with a 

406 Not Acceptable error message the protocol can re-send the request with another 

content-type. SIP usually uses port number 5060 to receive messages. aMyHost can 

be resolved with the help of DNS. There is also the possibility to use the default 

value of 3600 seconds for the aExpires parameter. Thus the interface is reduced to 

(from the user viewpoint): 

 

TInt BuildSubscribeMessage(  TDesC& aSIPURL, 
    TDesC& aBuddyNickName, 
    THostName aBuddyHostName, 
    TDesC& aMyNickName, 
   ); 
 

This is the absolute minimum that the user must provide so that the SIP protocol 

stack can build SUBSCRIBE requests.  

 

4.2.2  Notify Message API 

 

There are a couple of new/modified fields in the response to the SUBSCRIBE 

message i.e., the NOTIFY message: 

 

        NOTIFY sip:user@watcherhost.example.com SIP/2.0 
        Via: SIP/2.0/UDP pres.example.com:5060 
        From: Resource <sip:presentity@example.com>;tag=88a7s 
        To: User <sip:user@example.com> 
        Call-ID: 3248543@watcherhost.example.com 
        CSeq: 1 NOTIFY 
        Event: presence 
        Content-Type: application/xpidf+xml 
        Content-Length: 120 
 
        <?xml version="1.0"?> 
        <presence entityInfo="pres:presentity@example.com"> 
          <tuple destination="sip:presentity@example.com" status="open"/> 
        </presence> 
 

Only the header fields that differ from the SUBSCRIBE message are shown. 

 From: Resource <sip:presentity@example.com>;tag=88a7s 
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This is pretty much the same as a SUBSCRIBE request, except for the tag field. The 

tag value must be globally unique and cryptographically random with at least 32 bits 

of randomness. The purpose of the tag field is to identify call legs in conjunction 

with the To and From header fields. 

 

 

Pretty much the same as in the Accept header field. This information should be 

received from the protocol. 

 

 

This is the length of the content (XML part) in characters. This information must be 

calculated by the protocol. 

 

 

 

 

First line of the content is the XML declaration, which describes the XML version to 

be used. The second line describes the entity’s information, i.e. the party whose 

presence information is described. The third line indicates the presence information 

that currently is open. It is up to the implementers of SIP if they support several 

different content types. XML and plain text should at least be supported. The SIP 

XML Document Type Definition (DTD) can be found from Appendix A [Ros00]. In 

the plain text version the whole four-line box is replaced with just one word – open. 

Table 3 presents a summary of the NOTIFY message. 

 

Content-type: application/xpidf+xml 

Content-Length: 120 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<presence entityInfo="pres:presentity@example.com"> 
<tuple destination="sip:presentity@example.com" status="open"/>
</presence> 
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Table 3. Information providers for the NOTIFY message 

Information User gives Program/protocol 
gives 

From 
SUBSCRIBE 

message 
My Nickname YES NO (YES after 

saving) 
NO 

My Host NO (MAYBE) YES NO 
My Domain NO (MAYBE) YES NO 
Other guys 
Nickname 

NO (Can be 
changed from the 

application) 

YES  YES 

Other guys Host NO YES  YES 
Other guys 
Domain 

NO YES  YES 

Call-ID NO YES YES 
CSeq NO YES NO 
Content-Length NO YES NO 
Content-Type NO YES NO (Protocol must 

check support 
against 

SUBSCRIBE’s 
Accept)  

Presence 
Information 

YES (originally) YES (after saving 
and retrieving) 

NO 

 

The result is that NOTIFY is, as it should be, a direct transparent response to the 

received SUBSCRIBE message. 

 

4.3 SOS Messaging Architecture 

 

The Symbian Developer Library [Lib01] explains the Messaging Architecture as 

follows:  

 

“Provides core messaging functionality and a framework for providing support for 

new messaging protocols. The API is used by both client applications and protocol 

providers. The Messaging Architecture provides base classes, which define the 

component interfaces for Messaging Type Model (MTM) implementations. Using the 

base class interfaces allows client applications to discover and use dynamically the 

available messaging protocols.”  
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The Messaging Architecture is shared between all the applications in a WID. As in 

all normal SOS implementations, the Messaging Architecture uses a client-server 

model and separates the User Interface (UI) from the engine. The engine handles all 

the number crunching and should be transparent to the application user. The purpose 

for separating an engine from the UI is for reuse. It is also possible to use an engine 

from other applications. This solution also allows the switching of a UI. 

 

MTM base classes are: 

 

• User Interface MTM (CBaseMtmUi). Offers user interface 

capabilities, such as viewing and editing messages. 

• Client-side MTM (CBaseMtm). Handles the interface between 

representation of a message’s data and the User Interface MTM. 

• UI Data MTM (CBaseMtmUiData). Provides access to UI MTM-

specific resources. 

• Server-side MTM (CBaseServerMtm). Provides message transport 

over the relevant communications protocol. 

 

The Messaging Architecture provides the means for adding protocols on the fly. An 

application will make a query and ask which installed messaging protocols have the 

needed functionality (presence protocols e.g.) and use those as needed. When new 

protocols are added the framework automatically knows all the installed protocols 

and can provide a list of suitable presence protocols for the application. Figure 16 

depicts how the Messaging Architecture could be linked to an application.  

 

The only problem with the MTM is that it is too slow to be used in instant messaging 

applications. This slowness comes from the complexity of the MTM system. For 

presence spreading the speed is sufficient (infrequent presence updates e.g. once 

every hour). Thinking about possible future work the MTM solution was abandoned. 

The second possibility to add support for several protocols is the SOS client-server 

framework. 
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Figure 16. Message Type Model and its connection to an application 
 

4.4    SOS Client-Server Framework 

 

SOS is heavily built to support the client-server model. Examples of SOS servers are 

the window server, file server, and socket server. Most multithreaded programming 

in SOS uses the client-server framework: 

 

• Server thread manages one or more related resources 

• One or more client threads can use the server to perform functions 

which use those resources [Tas00] 

 

The basic idea of the client-server model is shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17. Client-server framework [Tas00] 
 

The client and the server are located in different threads. That is why the inter-thread 

read/write must be used. The client issues requests to the server, which handles the 

request and when the request is completed the server notifies the client. SOS 

provides three different “server models”: 

 

1. Server is a system server started by the SOS startup code. 

2. Server is only needed when applications need it. In this case the server 

can terminate when applications no longer need it. These types of 

servers should be started from the client API. The client API must 

first check whether the server exists or not. This kind of server is 

called a transient server. 

3. The server is not a shared system resource at all. It is only a 

convenience for an application. This kind of server should be started 

when an application is launched and terminated when the application 

is closed. [Tas00] 

 

The SOS client-server framework allows us to put SIP functionality into a transient 

server. The server is then able to update presence to the contact database and the 
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server is usable by all the applications in a WID. Based on these facts and to the 

slowness of MTM the client-server approach was chosen. 

 

4.5 Architecture for a Presence Client 

 

Now that all the basic building blocks have been introduced it is time to show the 

final architecture. The architecture for a presence client can be divided to three parts, 

the UI, engine, and presence server. The UI provides the basic controlling means for 

the user. The engine functions as the client for the presence server and the presence 

server implements protocol(s).  

  

4.5.1 User Interface  

 

The UI is divided into the following classes (Figure 18): 

 

Figure 18. UI class structure 
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Every application in SOS has to have the AppUi class. CBuddyAppUi handles the 

menus and switching between different views. CBuddyAppUi owns the views. The 

application has two views: CBuddyMainView and CBuddyListView. The main view 

is shown when the application is started. It only shows a full screen bitmap including 

the name for the application, which is Buddy. These views are derived from a 

CBuddyBaseView class that implements all the common functionalities for views 

(SOS specific initialization operations). The purpose for the view classes is to show 

the content provided by other classes. CBuddyAppUi uses five dialog classes. Dialog 

classes CBuddyAddMyInfoDialog, CBuddyChangeMyPresenceDialog, 

CBuddyConfirmSubscribeDialog, CBuddyConnectToServerDialog, and 

CBuddySubscribeDialog are used to gather user input and confirm messages. The 

most interesting class is the CBuddyListHandler class. This class maintains all the 

buddy information, e.g., nickname and host name in an array of CBuddyListInfo 

classes. CBuddyListHandler also maintains the user’s information. CBuddyTimer 

initiates CBuddyAppUi’s message retrieval function that retrieves messages from the 

CBuddyEngine. 

  

4.5.2 Engine 

 

Figure 19 illustrates classes for the engine. CBuddyEngine is the basic engine class 

and is owned by the CBuddyDocument, which is basically UI’s class. 

RPresenceClient launches the server and functions as a door to the server. 

CMessageReceiver uses RPresenceClient’s Receive() function to get messages from 

the server and pushes them to the CMessageHandler to be handled. These messages 

are put into CBuddyEngine’s message queue from where they are retrieved by the 

CBuddyAppUi. So the whole engine can be understood as a message passing 

module. 
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Figure 19. Engine class structure 

 

4.5.3 Presence Server 

 

Figure 20 shows the classes for the presence server. CPresenceScheduler creates the 

CPresenceServer into its own thread. CPresenceServerShutdown functions as a 

timer, which terminates the server if no client makes a connection to it in two 

seconds. The server is also closed after two seconds if the last client that is attached 

to the server terminates. When a client makes a connection to the server the 

CPresenceServer creates a new CPresenceSession to serve the client. The SIP stack 

is formed of four classes. CSIPMessageBuilder, CPresenceSIPConnectionHandler, 

CPresenceSender, and CPresenceReceiver. CSIPMessageBuilder builds all the SIP 

messages (currently the stack supports SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, and 200 OK 

messages). CPresenceSIPConnectionHandler increases sequence numbers, handles 

connections, and message re-sending. CPresenceReceiver and CPresenceSender are 

used for receiving and sending only. Figure 21 shows how messages travel in the 

application.  
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Figure 20. Presence server class structure 
 

 

Figure 21. Application’s inner message path 
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As previously mentioned CBuddyEngine works as a message passer in both 

directions. It implements a message queue from where the CBuddyAppUi fetches 

messages. All the intelligence is located in CBuddyAppUi and CPresenceSession 

classes. 

 

4.6 Putting It All Together – Presence Client in Different Network 

Architectures 

 

This section outlines the possibilities and difficulties of different network 

architectures to the implementer of a SIP based presence client. Firstly brief 

discussions about the network architectures and after that their suitability for 

spreading presence information is evaluated.  

 

4.6.1 GPRS Network 

 

The GPRS network provides the best architecture for spreading presence information 

with mobile devices. GPRS allows an interaction between mobile devices and fixed 

PCs. In a GPRS network there are no permanent addresses if one doesn’t count the 

mobile phone number (MSISDN). This sets limits for the SIP implementation, 

because the location server needs to know the address all the time. So whenever your 

mobile equipment is ready to send or receive messages it should register the current 

location to the SIP location server and NOTIFY subscribers about changes in the 

presence. 

  

It is possible for the device to enter such a state that it cannot receive IP data packets 

from the GPRS network. If the time when the device enters this kind of state is 

known before hand the device should generate transparent NOTIFY (or even 

REGISTER) message to indicate the unavailability. Another option is that the 

network could signal the mobile equipment when the network is ready to send IP 

data packets. This could be achieved with an SMS. The GPRS network sends an 

SMS to the mobile equipment and the mobile equipment reacts with changing to a 
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state where it can receive IP data packets. Another solution would be a call from a 

predefined GPRS network number. When a call from this number is coming the 

device silently discards it and changes to active state. This option requires that SIP 

servers store the MSISDN. 

 

There has been a lot of debate about the speeds of current GPRS networks. Finnish 

mobile operator Radiolinja is offering a GPRS connection with maximum speeds 

ranging from 20 – 30 Kbps. [Tie01] In practice the speed is much less. If compared 

to IM, presence information requires a lot less bandwidth due to infrequent updates. 

Therefore current GPRS speed is adequate for a SIP based presence. 

 

4.6.2 WLAN and Bluetooth Networks 

 

One local WLAN network can be called a “hotspot”. Hotspots can be airports or 

shopping malls that are connected to the Internet. A user who is using his laptop in 

airfield’s WLAN network should signal his/her current location to the company’s 

SIP location server. This would ensure that future SUBSCRIBE requests are directed 

to the hotspot. These hotspots usually have both NAT and firewalls “in them”. Using 

NAT traversal extensions [Ros01b] and properly configured firewalls they represent 

no threat to SIP implementations. 

 

Because Bluetooth networks only cover small distances (10-20 metres) they could be 

used as WLAN networks to provide local access to the Internet, although this is not 

the original idea behind Bluetooth. The Bluetooth chip could be inserted into a 

personal identity badge and it would register location information automatically 

when a person enters his office or home building. It could provide automatic SIP 

messages indicating the location (REGISTER request) and the user would still be 

able to set (NOTIFY request) his/her presence manually.  
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4.7 Discussion 

 

Finding the relevant information pieces that are needed to build SIP messages was 

the first task at hand. This information helps the job of a developer now and in the 

future. The contact database and client-server model seem to be good choices for the 

basic building blocks of a presence client and also for an IM client. The contact 

database, which is executed by the SOS, is operating transparently to the user. The 

contact database stores the presence information and is responsible for sharing it 

when needed by the other applications in a WID. Because the contact database is 

optimized for reading there might be some performance problems if several buddies 

are changing their presence information frequently. This presence server is operating 

“out of sight”. The only thing that other application programmers need to know is the 

API for sending and getting information to and from the server. The implementation 

supports SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, and 200 OK messages so the full SIP stack was 

and is out of scope of this work. 

 

That’s all for praising. Now let’s take a look at the shortcomings of the solution. 

Questions like user authentication and security are currently unsolved in the 

implementation. PGP support in SIP [RFC 2543] looks like a good choice, although 

it requires a key pair (public and private). Which organization or party controls the 

distribution of these keys? Another solution would be to use HTTP Basic and Digest 

Schemes for SIP [RFC2543]. This alternative is easier to implement and offers a 

basic authentication scheme. Adding protocols into the application requires coding 

into the presence server and compilation of the program naturally. Finally, the user 

should have tighter control over his presence information. This means that the user 

should be able to restrict and query who accesses his presence.  

 

So what is left for the future? There is one SIP extension unused; SIP for IM. It is 

possible to combine IM and presence because they are already tightly tied together. 

The functionality of a SIP presence client should be verified in its final environment 

– the GPRS network. Another task would be to try the implementation from the 
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programmer’s point of view. This can be achieved with adding another presence 

protocol into the architecture. The MTM solution also sounds very interesting. If 

there would be a way to increase the speed of the MTM model it would give us a 

very flexible and dynamic solution. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

 

There were two goals in this Master’s Thesis: 

  

• Define architecture for a SIP based presence client that is easy to 

expand.  

• Get experiences from SIP.  

 

The first problem was solved with two basic features of SOS: the client-server 

framework and contact database. The biggest benefit for using these features is that 

they are shared/usable by all the applications in a WID. So the presence information, 

which is stored in the contact database, can be used in several other applications if 

the implementers wish to retrieve it. The solutions for these problems offer a 

dynamic and robust architecture for building a presence client. All the most 

important information is visible in a single WID, most of the functionalities are 

hidden from the user, and the expandability is very good. The result from this work is 

an easily expandable and robust SIP based presence client on the SOS platform. 

 

SIP is very well suited for the needs of the mobile world. Current location 

information already travels through the world and soon presence information and 

IMs as well. SIP isn’t yet a globally spread technique but it is anticipated that the 

usage of it will increase in the future. The number of real-time based solutions is 

likely to increase in the mobile world after network speeds reach adequate levels. 

This has a straightforward impact for SIP, which was originally designed to 

establish, modify, and terminate multiparty multimedia sessions. SIP has a couple of 

problems: NAT and firewalls. One solution is described in the already mentioned 

[The00]. There have been proposals of yet another SIP extension [Ros01b] that will 

solve the problems of NAT. These solutions show that people have faith in SIP and 

want it to be a success. I believe that SIP is here to stay, for a while at least, and that 
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the problems with NAT and firewalls will be solved. With these words I leave you to 

ponder the most fascinating world of presence, SIP, and WIDs. 
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APPENDIX A: SIP XML DTD 
 

The following is the SIP XML DTD for a presence document. 

 

   <?xml version="1.0" encoding="US-ASCII" ?> 

 

   <!ELEMENT presence (presentity, atom*)> 

 

   <!ELEMENT presentity (#PCDATA)> 

   <!ATTLIST presentity uri CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT atom (postal?, address*)> 

   <!ATTLIST atom atomid  CDATA #REQUIRED 

                  expires CDATA #IMPLIED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT postal (#PCDATA)> 

 

   <!ELEMENT address (status | class | duplex | feature | note)*> 

   <!ATTLIST address uri      CDATA  #REQUIRED 

                     priority CDATA  #IMPLIED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT status EMPTY> 

   <!ATTLIST status status (open|closed|inuse) #REQUIRED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT class EMPTY> 

   <!ATTLIST class class   (business|personal) #REQUIRED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT duplex EMPTY> 

   <!ATTLIST duplex duplex (full|half|send-only|receive-only) #REQUIRED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT feature EMPTY> 

   <!ATTLIST feature feature (voicemail|attendant) #REQUIRED> 
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   <!ELEMENT mobility EMPTY> 

   <!ATTLIST mobility mobility (fixed|mobile) #REQUIRED> 

 

   <!ELEMENT note (#PCDATA)> 

 

 
 
 


